THE WORLD WATER FORUM ‘ROAD TO DAKAR’ WILL TAKE PLACE IN SENEGAL

FROM 20TH MARCH – 25TH MARCH 2022.

Mariet Verhoef-Cohen, Rose Mwangi and Lesha Witmer

Will be present on behalf of Women for Water Partnership (WfWP).

WFWP IS ACTIVELY INVOLVED IN THE ORGANISATION AND PREPARATION OF THIS FORUM, interalia:

SUNDAY 20TH MARCH at the Novotel in Dakar from 9.00 -13.00 hrs.– THE WOMEN’S DIALOGUE EVENT – with mentoring sessions and a panel, mainly organized by AFRICAN WOMEN organisations.

WfWP TOGETHER WITH AQUAFED and support of 5 exhibitioners is organizing SEVERAL FLASHMOBS WHERE YOUNG (FEMALE) PROFESSIONALS DISCUSS WITH EMPLOYERS

We will be speakers on the topics of the call for action on gender equality : “Accelerating gender equality in the water domain: the way forward” (SS10), on rural development and irrigation (session 2E4) and session 3B5 “Promoting knowledge and tools for collaboration and benefit-sharing on transboundary water resources”.

WfWP as steering committee member has inputted into the political messages of the Butterfly Effect (see attached Butterfly Effect Policy paper WWForum March 2022)

ALSO AQUAFED TOGETHER WITH WfWP STATED Political messages for the Forum (see attachment).

PLEASE FOLLOW US ON FACEBOOK, WHATSAPP AND TWITTER AND INFORM YOUR members